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Individual differences in learning and biogenic amine levels
influence the behavioural division between foraging honeybee
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1. Animals must effectively balance the time they spend exploring the environment
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for new resources and exploiting them. One way that social animals accomplish
this balance is by allocating these two tasks to different individuals. In honeybees,
foraging is divided between scouts, which tend to explore the landscape for novel
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resources, and recruits, which tend to exploit these resources. Exploring the vari-
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ation in cognitive and physiological mechanisms of foraging behaviour will provide
societies.
2. Here, we uncover how honeybee foraging behaviour may be shaped by predispositions in performance of latent inhibition (LI), which is a form of non-associative
learning by which individuals learn to ignore familiar information.
3. We compared LI between scouts and recruits, hypothesizing that differences in
learning would correlate with differences in foraging behaviour. Scouts seek out
and encounter many new odours while locating novel resources, while recruits
continuously forage from the same resource, even as its quality degrades.
4. We found that scouts show stronger LI than recruits, possibly reflecting their
need to discriminate forage quality. We also found that scouts have significantly
elevated tyramine compared to recruits. Furthermore, after associative odour
training, recruits have significantly diminished octopamine in their brains
compared to scouts.
5. These results suggest that individual variation in learning behaviour shapes the
phenotypic behavioural differences between different types of honeybee foragers. These differences in turn have important consequences for how honeybee
colonies interact with their environment. Uncovering the proximate mechanisms
that influence individual variation in foraging behaviour is crucial for understanding the ecological context in which societies evolve.
KEYWORDS
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to predicting a reward faster than recruits learned (Carr-Markell &
Robinson, 2014). This finding indicates that scouts may also be able

A major question in foraging ecology is how animals balance ex-

to learn that an environment is changing more quickly than recruits

ploring for new food sources vs. exploiting known forage locations

(Bitterman, 1972). Thus, the shifting ecological demands of a land-

(Charnov, 1976). Animals must be able to effectively analyse when

scape may shape cognitive variation between scouts and recruits.

a foraging area may be running out of food and when it is time to

In addition to reversal learning, latent inhibition (LI) has been

search elsewhere. In complex societies, this trade-off between ex-

well studied in honeybees. Latent inhibition is a learning behaviour

ploring for new resources and exploiting familiar ones can be re-

where individuals can learn to ignore an uninformative stimulus

solved by allocating different individuals to each of these tasks (Hills

that they have previously experienced (Lubow, 1973). LI has been

et al., 2015; Wilson, 1971). Foraging honeybees experience changes

observed in numerous non-human species, including rats (Young,

in resource availability as local environments change, for example,

Joseph, & Gray, 1993), mice (Robbins, 1979), goats and sheep (Lubow

when flowering sites are depleted, and new sites are discovered.

& Moore, 1959), embryonic amphibians (Ferrari & Chivers, 2011)

Honeybee colonies must constantly balance how many individuals

and fish (Ferrari & Chivers, 2006). Notably, some insects also ex-

gather food, with the time and energy of individuals searching for

hibit LI, including fruit flies (Sudhakaran et al., 2012) and honeybees

novel resources (Mosqueiro et al., 2017).

(Chandra, Hosler, & Smith, 2000). In honeybees, individuals differ

Social insect colonies can adjust quickly to changing environ-

in how strongly they exhibit LI. Some individuals exhibit “high” LI,

ments because individuals vary in the tasks they perform, often

where they take longer to make associations between a stimulus and

referred to as “division of labour.” In honeybees, generally, the young-

a reward when a familiar stimulus is reinforced in a way that normally

est workers are nurses, who care for larvae, while the oldest work-

produces robust conditioned responses (Bitterman, Menzel, Fietz,

ers are foragers (Lindauer, 1952; Seeley, 1982). Foragers are further

& Schafer, 1983; Chandra et al., 2000). Other individuals exhibit

divided into scouts, who explore the landscape for novel resources,

“low” LI, where they quickly learn to make associations between fa-

and recruits, who are signalled by scouts through waggle dances to

miliar stimuli and reward, despite prior experience with the stimuli

exploit newly discovered resources (Seeley, 1983; von Frisch, 1965).

(Bitterman et al., 1983). Related to foraging, scouts might benefit by

Genetic variation plays an important role in the division between

being able to learn to avoid flowers at a previously visited but no

scouts and recruits. Colonies with workers from multiple patrilines,

longer productive food location. In contrast, recruits could benefit

which have high genetic diversity, have more scouts performing

by sustaining resource extraction even as the flowers become less

waggle dances compared to less genetically diverse, single patriline,

rewarding.

colonies (Mattila & Seeley, 2011). Further, more genetically diverse

The variation among bees in their LI response may be mod-

colonies collect food from longer distances compared to less genet-

ulated by physiological and genetic variation. Several important

ically diverse colonies (Mattila & Seeley, 2011). Scouts also differ

regions on the honeybee genome have been found to relate to LI

from recruits in the expression of several genes in their brains that

response (Chandra, Hunt, Cobey, & Smith, 2001). One major gene

code for behaviourally important neuromodulators, including octo-

region, PLN2, shows a significant likelihood of influencing LI and also

pamine and GABA (Liang et al., 2012). The exact behavioural and

codes for a tyramine receptor (AmTYR1 for Apis mellifera tyramine

physiological mechanisms that underlie the differences between

receptor, Hunt et al., 2007). In invertebrates, tyramine is a biogenic

scouts and recruits are still unknown.

amine that plays an analogous role to noradrenaline in invertebrates

The ability to either explore or exploit food resources could

(Roeder, 2005). Tyramine acts as a neuromodulator and strongly

emerge from differences between individuals in cognition. Scouts

influences honeybee behaviour, including the regulation of activity

must effectively measure the food landscape by visiting many flow-

(Fussnecker, Smith, & Mustard, 2006), the shift from work inside the

ers, remembering them, then communicating the information they

colony to external foraging activities (Lehman et al., 2006) and su-

gathered back at the nest. Scouts must also remember which sites

crose responsiveness (Scheiner, Plückhahn, Oney, Blenau, & Erber,

are not profitable so they do not revisit them. Further, when scouts

2002). This region is also associated with a division between nectar

are done performing the waggle dance to recruit other foragers,

foragers and pollen foragers (Hunt, Page, Fondrk, & Dullum, 1995).

they must learn to avoid the flowers that they have already visited.

Tyramine therefore likely plays a significant role in modulating the

Conversely, recruits must effectively follow the scout’s waggle dance

differences in learning, and potentially foraging behaviour, between

and then repeatedly visit the same foraging location (Biesmeijer &

scout and recruit honeybees.

de Vries, 2001; Frisch, 1952; Hills et al., 2015). While much work

Here, we hypothesize that LI plays a role in foraging behaviour.

has focused on important colony-level decision-making processes

Specifically, we predict that LI is higher in scouts than recruits be-

related to foraging (Couzin, 2009; Seeley, 1983, 1986; Visscher &

cause scouts should be better at avoiding unrewarding stimuli. We

Seeley, 1982), little research has explored how individual variation in

further hypothesize that brain biogenic amines will be correlated

cognition may explain the variation in foraging behaviour (Giurfa &

with scouting and recruiting behaviour. We predict that tyramine

Menzel, 2001; Hill, Wells, & Wells, 1997). For example, in one cog-

will likely be the brain biogenic amine that is most different between

nitive task, scouts exhibited increased reversal learning; they were

scouts and recruits. Finally, we hypothesize that foragers that show

able to learn when an odour switched from predicting a punishment

different LI will have different biogenic amine concentrations in their
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brain. Again, we predict that tyramine will play a significant role in
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typically not foragers (Breed, Williams, & Queral, 2002). Individuals

the distinction between different LI behaviours. We test these hy-

that returned bearing the same colour that was being used, or re-

potheses by collecting scouts and recruits from naturally foraging

turned during the next colour, were set aside in a container for the

colonies, then examining their LI and their brain amines. With these

duration of the sampling and not tested. Marked individuals that

data, we provide a direct link between learning, neurobiology and

were gone for at least 10 min (meaning at least two colours before

adaptive foraging behaviour.

returning to the colony) were collected for testing. We focused
on nectar foragers because they have a more even distribution of

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Animals

LI as compared to pollen foragers, which exhibit a higher LI score
(Latshaw & Smith, 2005). We therefore avoided sampling scouts that
had collected pollen, distinguishable by their pollen-filled corbiculae.
After collecting scouts, we removed the one-way colony exit to

Honeybee colonies were maintained at Arizona State University’s

allow workers to forage freely. The colony remained open for 24 hr.

honeybee laboratory (Mesa, AZ, USA). We used Italian (n = 2 col-

To collect recruits, we blocked access to the colony by placing a sheet

onies from Olivarez Honey Bees Inc.) and New World Carniolan

of wire mesh at the entrance. We collected returning foragers that

(n = 3 colonies from Olivarez Honey Bees Inc.) selected genetic

did not carry pollen and had a distended abdomen. Giving the colony

backgrounds of A. mellifera L. A colony was housed in a single or

a day to become familiar with a landscape where forage was readily

double hive body with nine frames per hive body, thus consisting of

available reduced the chances that scouts would be captured. When

approximately 10,000–15,000 workers each. We conducted all bee

colonies forage freely, most foragers (60%) receive information from

collections and behavioural assays between August and September

the waggle dance, making them recruits (Biesmeijer & Seeley, 2005).

of 2016.

Further, the percentage of scouts is relatively small, typically comprising 5% when forage was plentiful to 35% of foragers when less

2.2 | Colony moving procedure

forage is available (Seeley, 1983). Forage is readily available in the
fall in Arizona.

We used a modified version of a standard colony moving proce-

To collect foragers for LI testing, we placed an 8-ml glass vial over

dure to induce scouting behaviour (Carr-Markell & Robinson, 2014;

the bee once it landed on the mesh blocking the colony entrance and

Dreller, 1998; Liang et al., 2012; Mattila & Seeley, 2011). Colonies

sealed the vial with a ventilated cap. Bees never spent more than

were placed in a secondary apiary c. 3.8 km away from the “novel”

10 min in a vial before being transferred to the laboratory. Although

apiary, outside the median foraging range of honeybees (1.7 km,

collected on different days, both scouts and recruits were sampled

Visscher & Seeley, 1982) for at least 1 week. After 7 days, 70%

during the same time-period, between 8:20 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. For

of foragers forget previous foraging locations (Beekman, 2005).

each sampling bout, we collected 20 bees to ensure use of 16 in the

Therefore, the novel apiary is a foraging location that is unfamiliar

LI training procedure detailed below. For LI assessment, we tested

to foraging honeybees. We moved the colony from the secondary

scouts (n = 94) and recruits (n = 82) that were pre-exposed to an

apiary to the novel apiary the night before forager collection and

odour, as well as control scouts (n = 14) and recruits (n = 24) that

testing.

were not pre-exposed. For colony of origin for these experiments,
see Supporting Information Tables S1 and S2 in Appendix S2.

2.3 | Collecting scouts and recruits

For biogenic amine analysis, we collected scouts and recruits as
they landed at the entrance using forceps and placed them directly

We collected scouts the morning after moving the colony to the

into liquid nitrogen for snap freezing. We collected these bees at the

novel foraging location. To collect scouts and prevent the recruit-

same time as those used for LI testing.

ment of other foragers, we created a one-way exit that prevented
returning bees from entering the colony. The exit consisted of wire
mesh blocking the colony entrance, with a one-way 5 cm diam-

2.4 | LI and PER assessment

eter × 20 cm long mesh tube which provided an exit for scouts. To

Latent inhibition training and proboscis extension reflex (PER) as-

distinguish scouts from undertakers and from bees performing ori-

sessment were conducted in the laboratory at 25°C. We placed bees

entation flights, we considered as scouts only the bees that were

in vials on ice for 3–5 min to immobilize them. We then strapped

away from the colony for at least 10 min (Carr-Markell & Robinson,

each bee into a plastic harness and secured the bee in the harness

2014).

with a strip of duct tape between the head and thorax (Chandra,

Time away from the nest was determined by marking exiting

Wright, & Smith, 2010; Smith & Burden, 2014). Care was taken to en-

bees for an hour, beginning at 8:00 a.m., with coloured chalk powder

sure free movement of antennae and mouthparts for later training.

as they left the colony, and we switched colours every 10 min (See

Once harnessed, we fed the bees with 5 μl of 1 M sucrose solution,

Supporting Information for video, Appendix S7). We did not mark or

then allowed them to acclimate to the harnesses for 1 hr. Individuals

collect individuals that were leaving the colony carrying dead bees

unresponsive to the presented sucrose, 23 scouts and 20 recruits

or larvae, as they were engaged in undertaking behaviour and are

over the course of the experiment, were not used.
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see Smith & Burden, 2014). The time between trials (inter-t rial in-

automated ventilation system. An odourized airflow was dispersed

terval) for each individual was always 5–8 min. Testing consisted

by passing air through a 1-ml glass tuberculin syringe tube (with

of odours presented in a pseudo-r andomized order (AXXAXAAX

plunger removed) containing a 0.5 cm by 4 cm strip of filter paper

or XAAXAXXA, with the pre-exposed odour being X and the novel

with either 1-hexanol or 2-octanone applied to the filter paper. A

odour being A). The presentation order was counterbalanced be-

subset of control scouts and recruits were exposed to a plain strip

tween scouts, recruits and controls.

of filter paper that did not contain an odour, so that all subsequent
exposures would be too novel odours to ensure that there was no
effect of the LI training process on learning behaviour, and that all
bees could learn both odours, irrespective of their LI phenotype.
Individuals undergoing pre-exposure to a scent were pre-exposed
to a scent, in order to familiarize them with an odour but to have no
association of it with a reward. Comparable numbers of bees were
presented with 3 μl of pure odour. These are compounds that bees
readily learn but easily discriminate between them (Smith & Menzel,
1989). The tube was capped with a small silicon stopper with a hole
to allow air to pass through during training while preventing the filter paper from being ejected by the airflow. If tubes were prepared
in advance, they were sealed with paraffin film and placed in a 5°C
refrigerator. During training, we replaced odour tubes every 25 min
to avoid odour depletion with re-use (Smith & Burden, 2014). We
pre-exposed each bee by dispersing forty 4-s odour bursts to its
antenna at 5-min inter-stimulus intervals (Chandra et al., 2010).
Tubes were placed 3 cm from the bee. The automated system was
controlled by programmable logic controller (PLC: DL05 or DL105;
AutomationDirect; Chandra et al., 2010) and a control screen (EZ
Automation # 2 EZ3-T6C-E). The arena was connected to a ventilation system to readily remove odours (See Supporting Information
Appendix S5, for photographs of the training arena). After the pre-

We calculated LI score as:
No. responses to novel odour + 1
No. responses to pre-exposed odour + 1
Generally, a value closer to 1 indicates there were equal numbers of responses to the novel (A) and pre-exposed (X) odours,
which indicates “low” LI. An LI score >1 means the number of responses to A is higher than that to X, which indicates “high” LI.
Specifically, to qualify an LI result as high or low, we enumerated
through all possible outcomes of the LI score when A and X vary
from 0 to 4. The average LI score from this enumeration was 1.36.
The closest observed LI score to this value was 1.33, which we
used as the cut-off. This cut-off indicates more responses to the
novel odour compared to the pre-exposed odour (three responses
to A and two responses to X, making this score “high LI”). Control
individuals that did not receive pre-exposure are expected to have
an LI score closer to 1, as both odours are novel during PER and
they should respond similarly to both. Other expressions of LI
have been either qualitative, such as per cent response (Chandra
et al., 2010) or did not consider the responses in the context of
novel and pre-exposed (Bazhenov, Huerta, & Smith, 2013). We calculate this to consider an individual’s responses to the novel odour
in context with the pre-exposed odour.

exposure, bees rested for 15 min before using the PER to evaluate LI.
The PER conditioning protocol has been used extensively in
many insects, including honeybees (Bitterman et al., 1983; Takeda,

2.5 | Biogenic amine analysis

1961), and was used here to evaluate LI. To perform PER, a sin-

We analysed brain and haemolymph samples from brains of in-

gle bee was placed into a testing arena consisting of clear acrylic

dividual bees with an established protocol that uses using

glass to reduce outside disturbance and was allowed to acclimate

high-p erformance liquid chromatography coupled to an electro-

for 20 s. After acclimation, an odourized airflow was blown di-

chemical detector to quantify dopamine (DA), octopamine (OA),

rectly at the bee through a glass syringe. Odour was presented

serotonin (5-HT) and tyramine (TA; Cook, Brent, & Breed, 2017).

for 4 s. If a bee extended its proboscis within the first 3 s, it was

Individual assessment allowed the amine data to be coupled to

rewarded with a 0.4 μl droplet of 1.5 M sucrose solution using a

specific behavioural responses. Additional assay details are pro-

Gilmont syringe and scored as a positive response. If the bee did

vided in the Supporting Information (Appendix S1). Initially, we

not extend its proboscis to the odour in this time, a 0.4 μl drop-

collected individuals that had not been exposed to training or LI

let of 1.5 M sucrose solution was touched to the antenna to elicit

assessment, to provide an unmodified comparison between scouts

proboscis extension, then to the proboscis for reward, during the

(n = 28) and recruits (n = 28). These were taken from two colonies

last second of the odour delivery. After odour delivery and reward,

as they landed at the entrance at the same time that individuals

bees remained in the testing arena for 30 s. Each individual trial

were collected for LI testing. Amines were also quantified in bees

lasted for 60 s. As training progressed and bees began responding

after LI testing, using only individuals with non-zero LI scores. This

to odours, they received the reward directly to their proboscis.

included scouts (n = 33) and recruits (n = 27) pre-exposed to an

We rewarded responses to both the pre-exposed odour and the

odour, and 11 scout and 10 recruit controls. Using forceps, the

novel odour to evaluate LI that resulted from 40 unreinforced pre-

bees were placed directly into liquid nitrogen for snap freezing

exposure phase. Timing was tracked using a stopwatch, and the

to avoid handling stress that may influence amine concentrations.

precise odour and feeding interval was tracked by a programmed

We collected these bees at the same time as collecting bees used

PLC that signalled the experimenter to feed the bee with a tone

for LI testing. Bees were stored in a −80°C freezer until dissec-

which is inaudible to the bee (for visualization of this procedure,

tion. For colony of origin for these experiments, see Supporting
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Information Tables S1 and S2 in Appendix S2. For the rest of this
paper, we refer to the pre-exposed odour as the “familiar” odour
for clarity.

2.6 | Statistical analysis
The LI score is not normally distributed and is a rank. Therefore, to
compare the LI score of scouts, recruits and respective controls, we
performed a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn post hoc test.
To compare the responses of scouts and recruits to the novel
and familiar odour across the learning trials, we used a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) using the “lme4” R package (Bates,
Mächler, & Bolker, 2015) function glmer with binomial error distribution and logit transformation. We were specifically interested
in how the response to the two odours varied between foragers
characterized behaviourally as scouts and recruits in the field. The
response variable was a binomial response (responded/did not respond). The fixed effects were odour (novel vs. familiar), trial (1, 2,
3, 4) and foraging group (scout vs. recruit). We included the random
effects “individual bee” and “colony of origin,” to account for individual and colony variation. We began with a full model including
main effects and all two-way and three-way interactions. We reduced this model, beginning with the three-way interaction, until
we had the simplest model with only significant interactions and
the main effects (Engqvist, 2005). We then ran post hoc analysis
on significant interaction terms using the emmeans function in the
“emmeans” package in R (Lenth, 2018).
To compare the biogenic amine concentration in brains and
haemolymph between scouts and recruits collected at the colony,
we first performed an Anderson-Darling normality test on the es-

|
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3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | LI scores for scouts and recruits
Latent inhibition scores differed significantly across groups
(Kruskal–Wallis test: N = 82, χ 2 = 77.509, df = 3, p < 0.001, Figure 1).
Scouts responded significantly less to the familiar odour compared
to the novel odour (median LI = 2), while recruits responded equally
to the familiar and novel odours (median LI = 1; Dunn post hoc test:
Z = −5.869, p < 0.001). Scouts that were familiar to an odour also had
significantly higher LI than control scouts (Z = 7.399, p < 0.001) and
control recruits (Z = 5.564, p < 0.001), which received an odourless
pre-exposure. As expected, controls had LI scores closer to 1 (mean
response for combined controls = 1.04), as both odours are novel,
and they learn them equally.

3.2 | Responses of scouts and recruits to odours
over trials
Scouts and recruits respond differently to the familiar and novel
odours over PER trials. As expected due to training, we found that
responses significantly increased generally across trials (Type II
ANOVA: χ 2 = 105.4, p < 0.001). Additionally, bees respond more
to the novel odour compared to the familiar odour (χ 2 = 44.43,
p < 0.001). However, there was not a significant effect of foraging
group on responses (χ 2 = 0.3, p = 0.58), likely because most of the
variation in foraging groups was explained by the interaction between foraging group and odour. The interaction between odour and
group significantly predicted responses as the groups did differ when
responding to the familiar vs. the novel odour (Odour × Foraging

timated probability distributions of concentrations of biogenic
amines. All amine concentrations were non-normally distributed
(p < 0.05) and each amine had a different distribution, which is why
we analysed them separately. We therefore used a Mann–Whitney
non parametric test.
After LI testing, we evaluated the relationship between LI
score, forager type (scout/recruit/control) and biogenic amine
concentration. To do this, we performed a GLMM with colony
of origin as a random effect. Our response variable was biogenic
amine concentration, while our fixed effects were LI score and
forager group (scout, recruit, scout control and recruit control).
We examined q–q distribution plots and confirmed fit using
goodness-of-f it tests from the R package “goft” (González-Estrada
& Villaseñor, 2018). We determined that the octopamine and serotonin concentrations fit a normal distribution, while tyramine
fit an inverse–Gaussian distribution, and dopamine fit a gamma
distribution. We used the functions lmer for the normally distributed data and “glmer” with a gamma family (link = inverse) for the
dopamine concentration data in the lme4 R package (Bates et al.,
2015) and used the inverse Gaussian family (link = “1/mu2 ”) for
the tyramine concentration data. To further analyse the effect
of group, we performed a Tukey post hoc test. All analyses were
performed in R (version 3.4.1).

F I G U R E 1 Latent inhibition (LI) scores for each foraging
group including controls that are not pre-exposed to the odours.
Different letters indicate significant differences based on a Dunn
post hoc test. High scores indicate more responses to the novel
odour, whereas scores close to 1 indicate equal responses to the
novel and the familiar odour, whereas higher scores indicate more
responsiveness to a novel odour. n = 27 recruits, 10 recruit controls,
34 scouts and 11 scout controls. For this boxplot and all following:
thick horizontal bars are medians, boxes are 25–75th percentile,
lines are 1.5 * IQR, points are outliers
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F I G U R E 2 Learning curves of bees tested for latent inhibition (LI) to illustrate qualitative similarities in LI. Both graphs are from the same
bees, grouped by either LI score or foraging behaviour. (a) Learning curves of bees score defined as scouts and recruits when collected;
n = 34 scouts, 26 recruits. (b) Learning curves of bees as defined by their LI scores. High LI bees are defined as any bee with a score of 1.33
or higher (or [three responses to a + 1]/[two responses to x + 1]), n = 39 “high LI” bees, 43 “low LI” bees
Group, χ 2 = 5.0, p = 0.025). Specifically, both scouts and recruits

detect differences between scouts and recruits in any other amines

were more likely to respond to the novel odour compared to the

(Octopamine: W = 329.5, p = 0.309; Dopamine: W = 437, p = 0.461;

familiar odour; however, comparing effect sizes, scouts were twice

Serotonin: W = 337, p = 0.372). We also tested biogenic amines in

as likely to respond to the novel odour vs. the familiar odour (Effect

the haemolymph of scouts and recruits, as well as the relative pro-

size: 2.2, Z = 6.44, p = <0.0001), compared to recruits (Effect size:

portion of biogenic amines in brain and haemolymph. There were no

1.1, Z = 3.2, p = 0.001). For full model, see Supporting Information

significant differences in those analyses (for results, see Supporting

Appendix S6: Table S3. Qualitatively, the responses of scouts and

Information Appendix S4).

recruits are respectively similar to the post hoc grouping of high and

We also found that LI testing differentially impacted the amine.

low LI, where high LI individuals respond less to the familiar odour

Octopamine was significantly different across groups (Wald Type

and more to the novel odour, compared to low LI bees that respond

II ANOVA: N = 82 individuals total, χ 2 = 11.73, df = 3, p = 0.008;

to the familiar and novel odour similarly (Figure 2; Table 1).

Figure 4a). Specifically, recruits had significantly lower octopamine
compared to scouts (Tukey: Effect size = −55.12, Z = 2.62, p = 0.04)
and recruit controls (Tukey: Effect Size = −91.2, Z = 3.04, p = 0.012,

3.3 | Biogenic amines

Figure 4a). There was no significant difference between scouts, re-

When comparing the concentrations of biogenic amines in foragers collected directly from the colony (Figure 3), we found brain
tyramine was significantly higher in scouts than recruits (Kruskal–

cruits or controls for dopamine (GLM: χ 2 = 4.352, df = 3, p = 0.226,
Figure 4b), tyramine (GLM: χ 2 = 1.91, df = 3, p = 0.591, Figure 4c) or
serotonin (GLM: χ 2 = 2.713, df = 3, p = 0.438).

Wallis: N = 28 per group, W = 265.5, p = 0.039). We did not
TA B L E 1 Final results of generalized linear mixed model
exploring how foraging group, latent inhibition group, familiar or
novel odour, and learning trial predicted the likelihood of response
in associative learning behaviour in foraging honeybees

Odour X:A

Estimate

Z-value

−1.14

−3.24

p-Value

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
Honeybee foragers must constantly collect food, both for their own
needs and for the growth and persistence of the colony (Frisch, 1952;
Katz & Naug, 2016; Seeley, 1983). Scouting behaviour allows the
foragers to sustain a consistent stream of incoming food when ex-

0.001*

ploited locations become depleted (Seeley, 1983; Townsend-Mehler

Trial1:Trial2

2.5233

6.256

<0.001*

& Dyer, 2012). To do that, scout bees must continually seek out new

Trial1:Trial3

3.6493

8.605

<0.001*

floral resources as they come into bloom, while recruited foragers

Trial1:Trial4

4.4002

9.777

<0.001*

must continue to visit flowers with ever-diminishing resources to ex-

Foraging group
Recruit:Scout

0.4599

1.277

−1.0672

−2.239

Odour × foraging
group X:A,
Recruit:Scout

*Significance at alpha = 0.05.

0.2
0.025*

tract as much nectar and pollen as possible. We have found that one
way that scouts avoid fixation on a single resource patch is through
expressing relatively strong LI. We observed that scouts exhibited
stronger LI compared to recruit bees that are responsible for collecting those resources (Figure 1). In contrast, recruited foragers exhibit
low LI, which we suggest disposes them to remain on diminishing
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F I G U R E 3 Concentrations of biogenic
amines in the brains of untrained scouts
and recruits. Only tyramine differs
significantly between recruits (n = 28)
and scouts (n = 28), which were collected
and frozen directly from the colony and
did not undergo latent inhibition (LI)
testing. An asterisk indicates statistical
significance at alpha = 0.05 using a
Kruskal–Wallis test

F I G U R E 4 Concentrations of biogenic
amines for scouts, recruits and controls
after PER training and latent inhibition (LI)
determination. Only octopamine differs
significantly between scouts (n = 34),
recruits (n = 27) and controls (n = 11 scout
controls, 10 recruit controls). Controls
are individuals that went through the LI
procedure but received no odour during
pre-exposure. Unique letters indicate
statistically significant differences
according to a Dunn post hoc test

resources to extract as much nectar and pollen as possible. These

trade-off problem for a honeybee colony. It spurs scouts to search

results suggest that the physiological and genetic mechanisms that

for novel stimuli associated with new resources and allows recruits

underlie LI provide a means help solve the exploration/exploitation

to persist in exploitation of still productive, known resources.
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As foragers are tested during PER, they exhibit marked differ-

Wagener-Hulme, Kuehn, Schulz, & Robinson, 1999). Scouts and re-

ences in the way they respond to familiar and novel odours across tri-

cruits appear to be the same age (Seeley, 1983), so the differences

als. The learning curves of scouts and recruits show similar responses

in biogenic amines are likely not due to age, but to task. Treatment

to a novel odour, but scouts are less likely to respond to odours to

with octopamine promotes the onset of foraging (Barron, Schulz, &

which they had been previously exposed (Figure 2). These results

Robinson, 2002). In fact, bees treated with octopamine were signifi-

indicate that scouting behaviour may be a consequence of a dimin-

cantly more likely to scout (Liang et al., 2012). Further, octopamine

ished response to the familiar stimuli rather than enhanced response

injected into the honeybee mushroom bodied enhances associative

to a novel odour. Individuals that are likely looking for novel food

learning (Hammer & Menzel, 1998). Our results provide further sup-

sources may be better able to ignore previously visited locations in

port to the role of octopamine in associative conditioning and sug-

order to accommodate a temporally fluctuating landscape and allow

gest that there might be a relationship between amine levels and

them to find novel food resources more efficiently (Mosqueiro et al.,

foraging decisions.

2017). We did find that the recruit responses to familiar odours were

There are several learning mechanisms that may be interacting

also significantly dampened compared to the novel odour, although

with LI to influence division of foraging labour. Our learning assays

not to the same extent as in scouts (Figure 2). This reduced response

show that LI plays an important role in scouting and recruiting be-

may reflect the inadvertent inclusion of scout-like bees among those

haviour. Specifically, our results indicate that the inability for scouts

selected as recruits (Biesmeijer & de Vries, 2001), or the recruits may

to form a conditioned response to the familiar odour shows that they

retain some degree of discrimination that may help them to move on

have learned that the familiar odour is unrewarding. In addition to LI,

to a new source once food becomes depleted.

scouts may prefer novel over familiar resources. Indeed, we found

In addition to behavioural differences between scouts and re-

that high LI bees responded slightly more to the novel odour than

cruits, we uncovered physiological differences as well. Scouts have

low LI bees (Figure 2b). Other work on novelty preference found

elevated amounts of tyramine in their brains compared to recruits

that scouts which visited more than two novel feeders had similar

(Figure 3c). These biogenic amines have been implicated in learn-

gene expression patterns in their brains compared to scouts col-

ing and foraging behaviour (Scheiner, Reim, Eirik, Entler, & Barron,

lected after a hive-moving assay (Liang et al., 2012). Reward valu-

2017b; Scheiner et al., 2017a). Previous research found a QTL for

ation may also be shaping LI and foraging. Scouts may perceive the

learning differences using the same LI assay was linked to a specific

reward during PER more strongly than recruits. This could be similar

area of the genome, Pln2 (or lrn1; 17). Variation in pln2 is associated

to learning behaviour observed in pollen foragers. Pollen foragers

with differences in nectar and pollen honeybee foragers and influ-

respond to lower concentrations of sucrose compared to nectar for-

ences pollen load size as well as sucrose responsiveness (Page, Erber,

agers (Pankiw & Page, 2000). Pollen foragers also perform better in

& Fondrk, 1998; Page et al., 2000; Rüppell, Pankiw, & Page, 2004).

associative learning tasks and retained that information for longer

This region contains AmTAR1 (Hunt et al., 2007), a receptor for ty-

than nectar foragers (Scheiner, Erber, & Page, 1999). It remains to be

ramine that is widely expressed in the antennal lobe and mushroom

determined if all of these different mechanisms attributed to scout-

bodies of honeybees (Sinakevitch, Daskalova, & Smith, 2017). These

ing behaviour reflect additive, independent variation, or whether

brain regions form a critical pathway to integrate information for

they result from a common mechanism related to the same neural

learning in honeybees, specifically for odour-based stimuli (Giurfa,

and genetic pathways that control behaviour.

2003; Menzel & Müller, 1996). It remains to be determined whether

Learning clearly plays an important role in the division of labour

variation in the AmTAR1 receptor expression is causally linked to

of foraging honeybees. Behavioural (Liang et al., 2012; Lindauer,

foraging phenotype. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that

1952; Oettingen-Spielberg, 1949; Seeley, 1982) and molecular

bees were stressed from the move, we are confident that the 12 hrs

(Liang et al., 2012, 2014) correlates of division of labour between

of recovery after the move was enough to diminish shifts in bio-

scouts and recruits have been identified. Our study links controlled,

genic amines, as they change within seconds or minutes, not hours

laboratory-based learning to an ecologically important division of

(Roeder, Seifert, Kähler, & Gewecke, 2003). Nevertheless, correla-

foraging labour. First, this linkage potentially allows for a more de-

tions between the genomic region that contains AmTAR1 and forag-

tailed evaluation and the disentangling of precise individual-level

ing and learning preferences, including the relationship of tyramine

learning mechanisms, for example, non-associative, Pavlovian, nov-

to these behaviours, point to a link worthy of further investigation.

elty seeking, reward valuation—that interact to produce the foraging

Our results also show that scouts have higher concentrations

decisions. Second, the linkage allows more detailed investigations

of octopamine than recruits after being conditioned to an odour

of neural bases for foraging decisions. For example, a recent model

(Figure 4). Octopamine is a reward signal in the honeybee brain

integrating parts of the honeybee brain incorporated different forms

(Hammer & Menzel, 1998) and disruption of an identified oc-

of synaptic plasticity that represent variants of non-associative

topamine receptor disrupts associative conditioning (Farooqui,

and associative learning (Bazhenov et al., 2013). This model also

Robinson, Vaessin, & Smith, 2003). Foraging behaviour has al-

incorporated a proposed means for integrating the learning and

ready been strongly linked to octopamine levels: foragers gener-

neuroanatomical frameworks into a decision circuit. Integrating

ally have elevated levels in their brain, specifically in their antennal

controlled laboratory experiments with field manipulations will

lobes, compared to nurses (Schulz, Elekonich, & Robinson, 2002;

allow refinement and testing of this theoretical model as it relates
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to foraging decisions. Connecting genetic, physiological, behavioural
and ecological factors of individual variation brings us closer to an
understanding how the individual variation in foraging behaviour has
evolved. We have no competing interests.
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